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H. Huzita: PROJECT OF A HIGH ENERGY MUON BEAM FOR 
GARGAMELLE. -

By introducing the no.velty o.f an inclined tunnel thro.ugh the abso!:. 
ber it is Po.ssible to o.verco.me the difficulties encDuntered in realizing a high 
energy pDlarizable mUDn beam in the Gargamelle experimental area Df PS 
at CERN. The beam has a sufficiently abundant flux and is clean frDm the 
IDwer mDmentum mUDns. Typically a 12 GeVjc mUDn beam with 150/0 mDmen 
tum width wDuld have a flux Df several hundred mUDns per 1011 prDtons int~ 
racting in the target. The simplicity Df the Dptical system and the use Df an 
inclined tunnel allo.w the cDmpatibility with the neutrino. beam and with any 
charged particle beams. The inclined tunnel has the further advantage Df r!:. 
markably reducing the amDunt Df shielding as well as the shut dDwn time to. 
switch Dver to. and frDm Dther experiments. 

l. - BEAM LAYOUT AND OPTICS. -

The schematic laYDut Df the beam is sho.wn in Fig. l. The image 
Df the target is fDcused by the dDublet Ql and Q2 into. the center Df the secDnd 
bending magnet B2. The pio.ns prDduced at the target by primary prDtDns de-, 
cay in flight to. mUDns, and bDth piDns and mUDns have a very wide mDmentum 
spectrum. This scheme is designed to. get a narrDW mDmentum bite Df high 
energy mUDns. The first bending magnet Bl serves as a piDn mDmentum se
lectDr and B2 serves as a mUDn mDmentum selectDr. CDnsequently Dnly piDns 
decayed between the bending magnets cDntribute to. the final mUDn flux. To. 
get larger 11 ~ fJ. decay space and larger accepting sDlid angle frDm the target, 
QI, Q2 and B1 are put near the target and B2 is put as far as pDssible, just 
in frDnt Df the inclined tunnel in the big absDrber fDr the neutrino. experiment. 
The beam prDfile is shDwn in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

The magnetic field Df Gargamelle is parallel to. and has the same 
pDlarity as that Df B2. TherefDre the beam"is divergent in the chamber, and 
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FIG. 3 - Beam profile. 
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cross-over of the beam tracks is mainly due to multiple scattering in the ha
dron absorber. In order to get the largest visible track length in Gargamelle. 
the central beam trajectory should enter the chamber about 25 em above the 
chamber axis. The vertical and horizontal spread of the beam is determined 
by the absorber position and by the shape of the tunnel. 

2. - TARGET. -

Since we need high energy muons from high energy pions. the 
target should be a material of low atomic weight. for example Beryllium. 
The length of the target along the beam should be about one proton intera£ 
tion length ( ~ 20 cm for Be). A smaller spread of the primary proton 
beam at the target provides better pion momentum separation and m i nor 
loss of particles due to the opening of B2. The images of the target for s~ 
veral momenta of pions at B2 is shown in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4 - Images of the target (radius = 1 mm) for pions 
of several momenta at the B2 opening 

3. - INCLINED TUNNEL. -

The inclined tunnel in the absorber is essential to this project. 
With the existing central tunnel in the absorber the muon flux could not be 
enough for the experiment. In fact. in this case the fixed distance between 
the target and the absorber would be spent in bending the beam several ti· 
mes at the sacrifice of the decay length which must be only the last straight 
section between bending magnets. The central tunnel has also a too small 
size (diameter ~ 6 cm) to get enough flux and spread in the chamber. 
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Furthermore the inclined tunnel has the big advantage of minimi
zing the shielding and consequently the work and shutdown time n,ecessary 
to switch over to or frpm other experiments, since this tunnel points to a 
clean zone, whereas the central tunnel points' directly to the target area, 
the dirtiest zone of radiation. The mass of iron serves as a perfect shiel
ding for any particle except neutrinos unless they go through the tunnel. 

The tunnel is designed as shown in Fig. 5. Its.shape can be easi
ly and rapidly changed by the up and down movement of the iron blocks or 
by inserting specially prepared collimator pieces in the gap. The part wh~ 

Side view 

Top view 

FIG. 5 - Structure of the tunnel in the absorber. 

re the blocks are completely down serves as a hadron absorber for the 
muon experiment at any wanted position along the tunnel. When all the 
blocks are put down, the tunnel is completely closed and ready ['or the ne!! 
trino experiment. Therefore this tunnel can obviously be of universal use 
for any kind of charged particle beams in the neutrino experimental area, 
keeping the advantage of minimum shielding. 
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4. - TUNING OF THE OPTICAL ELEMENTS AND POLARIZATION OF 

MUONS. -

5. 

One of the characteristics of this muon beam is the different tu
ning momenta for the first group of the optical elements (Q1, Q2 and B 1) and 
the second group (B2), P.". and PfL respectively. For a fixed P 1T , the flux 
of particles varies with P fL as shown in Fig. 6. 

The strong peak of the flux at PfL ; P1T is due to the pions and the 
flat distribution is due to the muons from decayed pions of momentum .P1T • 

The background is halo pions due to scattering by the walls of thc optical 
elements etc. (Fig. 7). If PfL is chosen sufficiently lower than P1T to avoid 
pions, then only muons of momentum PfL can pass through the tunnel, whi,. 
Ie the other particles should be absorbed by the walls of the tunnel in the h.':!. 
ge iron absorber. Therefore in principle, without any hadron absorber in 
the tunnel a clean muon beam could be available. However the hadron absor 
ber should be put to eliminate possible stray hadrons. An iron thickness of 
4 meters is enough to obtain a pion-muon ratio less than 10- 7. 

At the moment of the decay muons deviate from the orbit of pions 
except 1Il the case of exactly forward or exactly backward decay in the pion 
reference system. The deflection angle in the laboratory system is small 
but not negligible in this optical sys~em. In fact in the case of P 1T ; 20 GeV/c 
the maximum deflection angle is O. 113 degree for a muon of 14.6 GeV/c. The 
accepting angle of the opening of B2 at the middlc of the decay length (~ 50 
meters) is ± 30 mm/25 m ~ 0.1 degree, that is of the same order of magnit.':!. 
de as the deflection angle. As a consequence, when the second group is tu
ned to 14.6 GeV Ic, the muons from the pions of 20 GeV Ic mainly cannot go 
through the bending magnet gap, and muons from off -morpentum pions would 
survive through the tunnel. 

Therefore this system makes it possible to polarize beam parti
cles. If B2 is tuned to 20 GeV I c, the beam will be polarized in the direction 
of motion, if tuned to F:> 11 GeV Ic, oppositely polarized. If the image of the 
target in B2 is displaced horizontally and B2 is tuned to medium momentulll, 
say 15 GeV Ic muons will be polarized parallel to B2 and the Gargamelle m~ 
gnetic field. The degree of polarization in this case is not big as in the for
mer cases. 

5. - ESTIMATION OF BEAM CHARACTERISTICS. -

Since the momentum spectrum of pions at production and the 
muon orbits are complicated, a Monte Carlo calculation has been done to 
estimate the beam flux, momentum and space distributions. The hadron a~ 
sorber in the tunnel serves also as a beam diffuser and this effect is consi
dered in the calculation. All the elements are treated as thin and particles 
that fall outside of the opening of any element are considered as stop
ped. 
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Here a typical example of the beam is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. For P 11 = 
= 20 GeV Ic and Pf1 = 18 GeV Ic the muon flux is "" 700 per lOll protons in
teracting at the target. The momentum distribution and the cross section 
of the beam at the entrance of the chamber are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 
respectively. The beam appearance in the chamber viewed from the magn~ 
tic field direction will be as shown in Fig. 12. 
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FIG. 8 - An example of the system for Monte Carlo calculations. 
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FIG. 11 - Space distribution (spread) at the entrance 
of Gargamelle in centimeter. 
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6. - CONCLUSION. -

We have shown that with the relatively low energy accelerator of 
CERN PS the inclined tunnel system can produce a practicable muon beam: 

a) of high energy (around 15 GeV / c); 
b) clean from lower momentum muons; 
c) almost parallel (not much cross over); 
d) without any change in the Gargamelle experimental area (position of the 

chamber and the absorber, design of the target etc. ). 
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